A large proportion of those displaced are tribals and dalits; one-third of our entire tribal population has been uprooted in the last fifty years and 15 per cent of our tribes have been fully uprooted. The gods and goddesses of these vanishing communities, silently and invisibly facing threats of extinction, are the ones who have made me aware of a divine species who, unlike Vivekananda’s Kali, require something in addition to devotion. There are also the gods and goddesses of communities that, after centuries of oppression, the communities themselves have begun to undervalue or forget (so that they can redefine themselves as only a cultureless group of oppressed poor operating on a clean cultural slate).

I believe that these gods and goddesses — as biographies of threatened cultures, as symbols of their resilience and resistance against the juggernaut of mega-development — deserve something more than standard, rationalist, dismissive ethnographies or archeologies. We owe something not only to them and their humble devotees, but also to our own moral selves. For no intervention in society, politics and culture becomes moral by virtue of the fact that we cannot, at the moment, think of any alternative to it.
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